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Abstract
Advances in robotics and artificial intelligence improve almost every aspect of consumer services. Yet, despite the enormous potential, artificial intelligence services face psychological barriers, such as the concern that artificial intelligence is less able to account for people’s unique characteristics and personal circumstances or simply threatens to take capabilities from humans in the value chain. This research investigates how consumer trust and willingness to depend on artificial intelligence services change as a function of the stakes of decision, type of recommendation and service agent for three typical service domains (health, legal, and retail). The results show a robust negative effect of artificial intelligence relative to human service agents in consumers trust and willingness to depend on the recommendations. This effect is linked to the stakes of the decision and is highest in the health domain respectively. These results contribute to the human psychology of artificial intelligence by extending its scope to the combination of human and artificial intelligence agents. Practical implications for the trustworthy design of artificial intelligence services are discussed.

Introduction
Artificial intelligence has the potential to deliver tremendous benefits to humans in health, legal and retail services. Psychological barriers hinder the adoption and use of artificial intelligence in the everyday life scenarios.

Theoretical background
Humans are subject to decision-making biases, and tend to show risk aversion (as well as algorithm aversion) in high stakes decisions (due to uncertainty). Human advice is preferred over that of computer agents, as is the decision to take action (action-taking bias).

Methodology

Study design
- service agent (AI vs. Human vs. AI + Human; between)
- stakes of decision (High vs. Low; between)
- type of recommendation (Action vs. No action; between)
- service domain (Health and Legal and Retail; within)

Sample characteristics
- N = 1,891; U.S. residents, fluent in English, age > 18 years
- M_age = 38.55, SD = 11.84; 52.0% females, 0.4% others

Measures
- willingness to depend (4-item scale, CR_wrd = .95, CR_r = .94, CR_se = .95)
- perceived trust (9-item scale, CR_wtd = .96, CR_r = .95, CR_se = .95)
- perceived risk (10-item scale, CR_wrd = .94, CR_r = .93, CR_se = .93)

Results
Mixed model analysis

Table 1. Estimates of willingness to depend (WTD), perceived trust (TRUST) and perceived risk (RISK)

Discussion
Recommendations from human agents always outperform those from artificial intelligence agents, especially in high-stakes decisions. The combination of human-artificial intelligence agents only meets consumer’s needs half-way (relative to human agents). The implementation of artificial intelligence agents is going to be most feasible in retail and legal services.
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